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1A STUDY OF THE MATHEMATICSUSED IN A
HIGH SCHOOL COURSE IN PHYSICS
I. Introduction.
During recent years there has been a marked decrease in the
percentage of high school students taking physics. Many educators
charge this loss principally to the mathematics required in the
physics course. Hall says, "The half -score of text -hooks in physics
I have glanced over seem essentially quantitative, require great
exactness, and are largely devoted to precise measurements, with too
much and too early insistence on mathematics." He says further that
the hoy in his teens is in the popular science age; that he wants and
needts great wholes, facts in profusion, hut few formulae; that he
wants demonstrative experiments without being bothered by equations.
Mann in his "The Teaching of Physics" argues repeatedly
against the present emphasis of mathematics in high school physics.
He regrets that "the mathematical forms of the university physics
have driven out the more tangible and concrete methods of the older
books", (Natural Philosophy).
The writer believes there are other and stronger reasons
for this falling off in the percentage of pupils taking physics in
the high schools. Simultaneous with this decrease great improvement
has been made in the methods of teaching in other sciences, and they
have become much more popular. Still other sciences have been added,
to the curriculum. Physics or Natural Philosophy which for many
years had been the chief science in secondary education, and fre-

2quently the only one, has been compelled to divide time with them.
The elective system has been introduced and many pupils have sought
the line of least resistance throughout the high school course.
This line is not and can not be by way of physics, for it is
essentially more difficult than the average subject given in the high
school. An attempt to make it especially easy reduces it to the
plane of nature study in the grades and robs it of much of its power
in developing the scientific habit of mind.
The reasons which I have given for the decrease in the per-
cent of the pupils taking physics in the high school do not answer
the criticism against the present mathematical treatment of the
elementary course. The criticisms have been made by men who are
authorities in physics ard in education.
We are well aware that text books have been written and
courses of study made out with too much consideration for subject
matter and too little consideration for the powers, interests, and
needs of the pupils. There are many instructors, especially those
who have recently been students in more advanced classes, who are
teaching over the heads of the boys and girls in their classes.
There is great need that such conditions be improved. Physics is a
large subject, and there is far more that seems to the author and to
the teacher to be of fundamental importance than can be done in a
one year course. Consequently the most discriminating care must be
exercised in the selection of material for the course.
We must accept the criticism and in the spirit of science
set out to find the better way. Many helpful articles have appeared
in recent magazines showing that progressive teachers are recognizing

3this as one of their principal problems. The authors of the newer
texts have endeavored especially to improve the mathematical treat-
between
ment. But there is a wide difference Athe most mathematical and the
least mathematical of the texts.
This wide difference in the method of treatment shows that
there is need of a very careful study of the following questions :-
How much mathematics is necessary for an elementary course in physics
to give the best results?
What are the best methods of presentation for the mathematical phase
of the work?
It is my purpose in this investigation to attempt to answer these
questions
.
In order to understand what preparation the pupil has when
he comes to his course in physics, I shall make a careful study of
the mathematics which precedes physics. I shall then examine
syllabi, tests, and manuals, to see how they deal with this phase of
the work. Under the heads of formulas, problems, and graphs I shall
discuss the syllabi, texts, and manuals and attempt to arrive at
definite conclusions. The outline follows:-
II. Outline of Thesis.
Subject: A study of the Mathematics Used in a high School Course
in Physics.
1. Mathematics usually given before physics in the high
school.
1. Incorporation of graphs in recent algebra and
geometry texts.
2. Use of problems based on simple physical phenomena.
(a) In algebra.
(b) In geometry.
3. Earlier introduction of logarithms.
4. Introduction into course in plane geometry of some
work on trigonometric functions.
2. Mathematics used in high school physics by
1. Various syllabi.
2. Representative texts.
3. Representative manuals.

43. Discussion of above.
1. Formulas.
(a) Interpretation.
(b) Improvements in methods of deriving and
treating certain formulas.
(c) Formulas added to or omitted from usual course.
(d) Complete derivation of some formulas which
are assumed without proof.
2. Problems: Criticism of numerous illustrations from
texts a;; to
(a) Application.
(b) Contribution to understanding of physical
paenonema.
(c) Mathematical difficulty.
3. Graphical methods:
(a) Discussion of advantages.
(b) Extent of use in texts and manuals above.
(c) Suggestions for further use.
(d) Transformation r f equations higher than first
degree equations to first degree equations
which are represented by a straight line.
4. Summary*
III. Correlation.
The phenomenal growth of high schools in this country and
the specialization of teachers have not been conducive to a proper
correlation among the subjects taught. Text books, usually written
by specialists, have been singularly lacking in correlation.
Algebra and geometry texts written fifteen or twenty years ago have
very few ap lied problems, although the teaching of these subjects
is made much more interesting and effective by their use. At present
there is a commendable movement toward this much needed correlation
in mathematics and science. In the high school manual for 1911-12,
published by the University of Illinois the syllabus on algebra asks
for "numerical illustrations and practical problems that come within
the scope of his experience". It asks that the pupil who takes only
onn year of algebra shall be able "to apply his algebra to practical
things". Proportion and variation should be given the first year
"in order to prepare for a large class of problems which arise in

the experience of the pupil". The advanced course is to he given in
the third or fourth year. Hence it may he taken at the same time as
the course in physics or it nay follow it. Physics ought to he
enriched hy furnishing many prohlems for the algehra which may
precede it or which may he taken at the same time.
The teacher is cautioned to horrow material from those
sciences which precede algehra in the course rather than from those
which follow it. This does not exclude physical applications from
the first year course. The experience of almost every one will in-
clude uniform motion, many simple machines, thermometers, barometers,
Boj^e's Law, specific gravity (given in the eighth grade), and many
other applications. Simple explanations will make these sufficiently
clear to give a rich field for prohlem material.
The syllahus recommends the use of the graph in the first
year "only in so far as it can be profitably made to throw light on
the solution of problems and equations" . The discussion of the
advanced course says, "Many exercises and problems and much graphic
work throughout the course to bring each topic close to its applica-
tions". As above stated this latter may or nay not precede work in
physics, but the work given in the first year will prepare the pupil
well for the use of the graph in physics.
The syllabus for geometry gives as one of the six reasons
enumerated for teaching the subject "its utilitarian and practical
value in the arts and sciences". Plane geometry precedes physics
in the course, but solid geometry usually follows it. Interesting
problems may be based on center of mass, parallelogram of forces,
parallelogram of velocities, inclined plane, steam pressure, angles
of incidence and reflection, location of image in plane mirror, and
other optical problems.

6IV. Mathematics Texts Examined.
The following recent high school texts in algebra and in
geometry have been examined for applications in physics and the use
of graphs :
-
Algebra.
Hawkes, Luby, and Touton.
SIaught and Lennes.
Collins
.
Young and Jackson.
Geometry.
Wells' New Plane and Solid.
Bush and Clarke.
Slaught and Lennes.
Stone and Killis.
Below is a summary of this examination.
Hawkes, Luby and Touton's First Course in Algebra.
Uniform motion, d=rt
;
many problems. Some problems involve
the velocity of Gound which is given. Density. Lever explained.
Formula and numerous problems. Thermograph curve, falling body curve
Extensive discussion of graph with many applications to linear
equations. Motion problems requiring the making of formulas. Graphs
in quadratics rather fully discussed, - all the conic sections.
Variation: Weight of a body below the surface of the earth, inverse
squares for sound and light, Boyle's Law, falling bodies, weight
above surface of the earth, pendulum; problems on all these. Pupils
required to illustrate direct, inverse, and joint variation.
Same authors. Second Course.

7Problems on all subjects given above for First Course.
Projectiles and water pressure in addition. Work on graphs much
extended. In each course a brief but clear explanation of the
physical lav involved is given before the problems.
Slaught and Lennes, Elementary Course.
Teachers must have a first hand and interpretive knowledge
of physics. ( From their pamphlet). Many problems involve
valuable mathematical concepts, such as the fundamental rela-
tions connecting velocity, distance, and time, properties of the
lever, and so forth. (From preface.) Motion: s=vt explained care-
fully. Problems. vz t= v ttn, for one motion overtaking another.
Problems. Lever explained, law stated, formula given. Solve formula
for each letter. Problems. Simple graphic representation of time
and temperature. Likewise with uniform motion. Many problems. The
work on graphs is excellent throughout.
Same Authors. Advanced Course.
More problems on lever. Centigrade and Farenheit thermom-
eters compared. Formulas derived. Problems. Density: W=vd ex-
plained. Problems using metric system units. Hementum discussed.
Problems, some of which involve three parallel forces. Graphs of
conic sections and other quadratic equations. Proportion: Formulas
and problems for falling bodies, inverse squares, density and weight,
weight above surface of earth, moments.
Collin's First Year Course.
Exercises in graphing prices, average rainfall, etc.
Graphs for linear equations. Conforms to suggestion of Illinois
syllabus. Formula and problems for lever. Uniform motion. Velocity
of sound. Farenheit-Centigrade formulas, problems. S= - gt*~. Problems

8Same Author. Second Course,
Very extensive work throughout on graphs. Required to graph
uniform motion. Given s=vt and its graph. Falling bodies. Vnriatiofli
Fornula for pendulum and one from sound given for illustration. One
chapter given to "Exercises in Physics" in which most of the for-
mulas used in elementary physics are given. "Not to be used unless
physics has been studied"
.
Young and Jackson. Single Course.
Law of lever discussed and put into formula. Problems,
numerical and literal. Barometer. p:p'=h:h'. Problems. Graph
explained with problems in variation. Much graphical work. Uniform
motion. Graphs for simultaneous equations. d-^gt* . Solve for t and
g. Problems. Lav/ of pressure on vertical wall given. Required to
put this into form of equation.
This probably completes one year's work.
Much work in graphs including conic sections. Graph for
projectiles. Water flowing from orifice; problems combined with
falling bodies. Proportion: Formulas and problems for wheel and axle
inclined plane, screw worm wheel. Graphical work on variation. Grap^i
for problem involving Boyle* s Lav;; also gravitation equation when
mm ,=constaiit • Problems on intensity of light, pendulum, falling
bodies, Boyle's Law, gear wheels.
Geometry
Well's New Plane and Solid Geometry
One' problem on velocity in plane and one involving specific
gravity of brass in solid are all the physical applications used.
Bush and Clark's Plane and Solid Geometry.
Here again only teo physical applications are used, one in
plane on visual angle and one in solid geometry based on horse power

9Siaught and Lennes' Plane Geometry.
The "book has no applications to physics. One important
feature to which I wish to call attention, however, is the intro-
duction of trigonometric functions. The proportion sinAtsin B=a:b
is given. Required to construct table of sines of 10 , 20 - - -
30 « Exercises in solving triangles. Graphing, as side and areas
of squares.
Sane Authors. Solid Geometry.
Sine, cosine, and tangent given with table to three places.
Tensile strength of wire varies as the square of the radius. Further
exercises in graphing, as edge and columc of cube.
Stone and Llillis. Plane Geometry.
Center of mass of irregular body.
Location of image behind plane mirror. Gives i=r.
Parallelogram of forces and of velocities, polygon of forces.
Resultant. Construction and use of a diagonal scale for accurate
measurements. Rough estimate of height of tree with plane mirror.
Resolution of the force of a wagon on an inclined plane. Steam
pressure. Sine, cosine, and tangent defined and tables to four
places given. Angles of elevation and depression. Numerous problems
involving these functicns.
Same Authors. Solid Geometry.
When the image of a board in a polished saw is in line with
the board the saw is "square" across the board. Expansion of copper
and iron. Density of steel used in computing weight. Heating sur-
face in flues of engine. Volume of irregular solid. inverse
squares law for light. Steam pressure and safety valve.
It is to be regretted that the subject of logarithms is not
treated earlier in the algebra text. It is given so late that the
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majority of high school students never study it. An elementary
treatment of logarithms is not difficult ; This should he given in
the first year course. Logarithms would then become very helpful in
the calculation of physics and chemistry. David rC'igene Smith in his
'The Teaching of Elementary Mathematics* would bring logarithms into
service still earlier. In his treatment of arithmetic he says,
"One might expect that a scheme which, by means of a simple table,
allowed computers to multiply and divide by mere addition and sub-
traction, would find immediate recognition in the schools. Angt yet,
so conservative is the profession that, even in high schools, in
English speaking countries, logarithms find almost no place, in spite
of the fact that neither in theory nor in practice do they present
any difficulties commensurate with many found in the old style
arithmetic. In Germany the schools are more progressive in this
matter .
"
Two of the texts in geometry have given a small introduc-
tion to Trigonometric functions. It takes little time to give what
these authors have thus introduced. Even this small treatment is
well worth while for it gives a fuller meaning to the angle and the
triangle. We cannot ask for this introduction for the good it will
do the high school course in physics, but we are glad to note its
introduction. Some texts give the sine curve in harmonics, treat
the lanr s of refraction, trigonometrically, and use the tangent
galvanometer. Much time will be saved for physics if the pupils have
had this little study of the trigonometric functions which two of the
geometry texts give.
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V. Physics Syllabi, Texts, and. Manuals Examined.
Three syllabi, six texts, and five labratory manuals have
been examined by the writer to find what mathematics these require
in the high school course in physics. In the report of this examina-
tion belov: it will frequently be stated that a law, or description,
or definition is given. These involve mathematical relations which
must be interpreted before the problems can be solved.
The following is a list of the books examined with
abbreviations used in tabulation :-
Title Abbreviation
Illinois Syllabus, (for text) IS.
Illinois Syllabus, (for la bratory manual) ISM.
New York Syllabus, (for text) NYS.
New York Syllabus, (for ma nual
)
North Central Association Syllabus, (no labratory) NCA.
Carhart and Chute, Text CC.
Chute, Manual CM.
Millilcin and Gale, Text MG.
Millikin and Gale, Hernial MGM.
Mann and Twiss, Text MT
.
Twiss, Manual TM.
Tauchope, Manual wii
Adams, Text A.
Adams, Manual AM,
Hoadley, Text H
•
Lenebarger, Text L.
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V I. Tabulated Results.
Following the tabulation given below the result of the
examination is given in detail. If nothing is given by syllabus,
text, or manual it is omitted.
Meaning of the symbols used in the tabulation:- 0, topic
not suggested; given but nothing indicates extent of treatment;
b, brief mathematical treatment; m, medium mathematical treatment;
e, extensive mathematical treatment.
Mechanics
.
Metric System m m m m e e m m b e e e m
Relation among density, volume m m m m m m m m
and mass
Pascal's Law; Gravity pressure b m b b e e m e e m e b m e m
Archimedes' Prin.
,
sp. gr. density m e m e m ni e e e e e e e e m
Atmospheric pressure, Boyle's Law e e e m e m b e e e e
Forces, Graphic representation,
Moments m m e e b e e e m m e m e m e m
Motion e m e b e e e m b m b e e e e
Gravitation b C b m m m b m m m
Work, energy, power m m m e e e e e e
Simple machines e e e e e e e e m e e e e m e e
;
Elasticity, Hooke's Law, Cohesion e e e m m m m m m ra
Heat
:
Measurement of temperature b b m b m m e e m G m m m m
Expansion m e m e G e e m e b b e e e e
Specific heat m e e m m m m m m m m e m m m
Heat of fusion and vaporization m m m m m m m m m m b m e e e e
Mechanical equivalent of heat ra m m m m m m G m m
Sound
Velocity # in m m m e e m m m m b e e e e
scales, Beats, Doppler's principle u ->;• e e e C G e e e
Vibration of strings and air
columns m G m w e m m b m m e m e
_
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Light
Velocity and. waves mOmObeemOmOOmemm
Inverse squares m m m m m m m m m e m e m m
Mirrors, plane and curved bmbmbeemmmmbeeee
Index of refraction OineO-*eemmOeOeeee
Plate, prism, rain-drop, grating rammmbemmmbbbme ee
Lenses meem*eeeebebeeee
Electricity and Magnetism
Laws for distance, ioagnetic m m m m b e m
Effests of electric currents <> m m m m e b b
Grouping of cells. Interna}
Resistance m m m m e m m e e m
Units. Ohm's Law. Shunts e e e b m e e m m b m b e e e e
M E C H A NIGS
Metric System
IS. Linear: m; cm: square: cm, cubic: cm, liter; kgm, gm, and
decimal parts.
ISM. Practice in above; vernier, micrometer. Compare English
and Matric. Graph this relation.
NYS. m, cm, mm; sq. cm, cu. cm, 1 Kgm, gm; and decimal parts.
Ratios; 2.54, 39.37, 2.2.
NYSM. Experiments for practice in above.
CC. Graphic comparison of English and Metric units. Conversion
tables. Six important approximate ratios. Tables. 15 rather
difficult problems involving conversion tables.
CM. Much practice in use of above. Construction of scale to
.01 of scale division. Use formulas for volume of cylinder and area
of triangle in terms of its sides, highly accurate measurements as
difficult as college physics. "Five turning points".
MG. Awkwardness of our system. Linear table, comparative
scales. Conversion (reference) tables. 2.54, 39.37, 2.2. Weighing
direct and by substitution. Problems showing advantage of metric
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system.
MGM. Exercise in above. Vernier, micrometer. Fine balance but
turning points are not used. Calculate value of pi.
WM. Ratios: 2.54, 39.37, 2.2.
A. All common metric units. Ratios: 39.37, 2.2046.
AM. Exercise in careful measurement of lengths. Parallax,
Vernier, micrometer, diagonal scale. Fine balance with "five turning
points"
.
H. Linear table. Important ratios, sq. cm, sq. mm, cu. cm,
scale. Liter, 1 Kgni=2.204f>lbs, Ub=0.4536Kgm- Problems.
L. Good discussion. Tables. 18 conversion ratios.
Relation among density, volume and mass.
NYS. Laws given. NYSM. Mass of unit volume of a solid.
MG. Formulas; 10 problems. MGM. Used in measurements.
A. Formulas. 10 problems. AM. Involved in weighing.
II. Law. Problems.
L. Relation of density and mass.
Pascal's Law. Gravity Pressure.
IS. and ISM. Varying depths. Gas or water pressure. Rectangular
areas
.
NYS. and NYSM. Same as above except experiment is purely
qualitative
.
NCA. Both given.
CC. Formulas developed for mechanical advantage of hydraulic
press and pressure on surface under liquid. Rectangular,
circular, and cylindrical surfaces in problems.
CM. Law for area, depth, and density derived; second graphed.
MG. Law. Problems involve rectangular and circular areas.
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MGM. Verification of law of depth, density, area. Graph first.
MT. Both given. Problems. Lever combined in problems.
TM. Experimental verification. Graph for depth.
WM. Calculate change in pressure per vertical foot. Law of
hydrostatic press, both theoretical and experimental.
A. Law. Rectangular areas only in problems.
AM. Laws for depth and direction verified.
H. Law. For side of vessel p=haw. Numerous applications and
problems
.
L. Law. No formula. Practical problems.
Archimedes' Principle. Specific Gravity. Density.
IS. Problems. ISM. Solids lighter and heavier than water;
liquids heavier and lighter than water.
NYS. and NYSM. Same as above. NCA. Topics given.
CC. Sp.gr. and density distinguished. Sp.gr. determined. Problems
CM. Experiments, common methods. Arithmetical computations.
MG. D=M/loss of wt in water. Density of liquids determined by
hydrometer method. Formulas developed. 19 problems.
MGM. Above methods used. Clock of h thickness sinks h' into
water; prove d=h'/n follows from Archimedes' principle.
MT. All treated. Many questions and problems.
TM. Usual experiments. Hare's method. Calibration of lactometefc
WM, D. of spruce, iron, copper, sp. gr. of milk, cream, lead.
Wt . of air in room.
A. Both Archimedes' Principle and sp. gr. treated fully. Many
problems, simple. Sp.gr. = d of substance: d of standard.
AM. Light and heavy solids and liquids. Formulas developed for
all.
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H. All treated. Sp.gr.*W/(W-W* ) • Formulas for special cases
developed. Many problems. All treated. Formula arrangement in
words
.
L. All treated. Formula arrangement in words. 20 problems.
Atmospheric Pressure. Boyle's Law.
IS. Barometer. Boyle's Law. ISM. Exp. on latter.
NYS . and NYSM . Same as above. KCA. Boyle's Law.
CC. Barometer. v/v'=p'/p. 20 problems, not difficult as to
mathematics but rather searching as to physical principles.
CM. Boyle's Law. Finds VP=K. Plot curve.
MG. Formulas follow laws. Many appliances. Problems.
MGM. Boyle's Law verified. Graphed.
MT. Both treated. Many problems.
TM. Construction and use of pumps. Lav/ verified.
WM. Law verified.
A. Barometer and formula. Applications, problems.
AM. Corrections for barometer. Verify pv=k.
H. Barometer. Graph of atmospheric pressure at different
heights. PV=P'V'. Applications. Problems.
L . V/V ' =P>P or FV=P '
V
1
. Applications . Problems
.
Forces, Graphic Representation. Moments.
IS. Measure (implies units), graphic representation, resolution,
moment, // forces.
ISM. Covers above. Lever for principle of moments.
NYS. Two forces opposite direction, equilibrium* Three //
forces in equilibrium. Any two of the forces are inversely
proportional to distance from third force. Resolution:
rectangle only. Problems.
NYSM.., Three experiments on moments. Parallelogram of forces.
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Diagonal compared with original force. Resolution into rec-
tangular components.
BTCA . Moment=forcexarm
.
CC. Graphical representation. 1 Measurement with spring balance.
Parallelogram. Rosultant=equilibrant • Couple and moment defined.
Resolution, rectangles only. Many problems.
CM. Parallelograin verified. Polygon suggested. Parallel
forces compounded.
MG. Gram of force and gram of mass distinguished. Measured "by
spring "balance. Graphical representation. Parallelogram.
Resultant, component. Problems.
MGH« Resultant, parallelogram. Principle of moments.
MT. Parallelogram and polygon. Moment=ForcexForce arm. Problems
.
TM. Moment=ForcexForce arm. Strut and tie. Resolution. Vector
Moments and // forces. Equilibrant. Effect of wt of bar.
WM. Two // forces and their equilibrant. Moments, resultant,
parallelogram.
A. Absolute and gravitational units. Spring balance. Graphic
representations. Problems.
AM. Parallelogram. // forces.
II. Graphic representation of force. Parallelogram, polygon.
Resolution. Law of moments in words.
L. Parallelogram, resultant, equilibrant. Lever used to
explain moments.
In all the texts the measurement of forces implies a discussion
of units. The usual units are common to these texts.
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IS. Inertia, momentum, reaction, falling bodies, curvilinear
motion, centrifugal force. ISM. Falling bodies.
NYS. Motion and velocity defined. Problems under inertia.
Variable motion and acceleration defined. Problems. f=ma,
ft=mv. Falling bodies (a=g=980h32 ) . Unit of force defined.
Centripetal force qualitative. NYSM. Pendulum, amplitude, length,
mass
.
CC. Velocity defined. s=vt. Formulas for accelerated motion,
falling bodies, formula for centripetal force derived. Formula
for pendulum given.
CM. Above formulas verified. g determined. (Problems in CC)
MG. Formulas for accelerated motion applied to falling bodies.
Projectiles, problems. Dyne, gram defined. Algebraic statement
of Newton's Second Law. Centrifugal force qualitative. Problems.
MGM. Law of Pendulum. Graph law of lengths.
'
:T. Average speed and uniform motion only. Simple problems.
Treated similarly to above in part II. Not in one year course.
TM. Lavs of pendulum verified. Formulas. Calculate g.
WM. Acceleration in appendix. Intended to be optional.
Laws of pendulum as to length.
A. Treated from same standpoint as in CC above.
AM. Pendulum as to length and amplitude. Resultant of uniform
and uniformly accelerated motion at right pnglcs shown on
squared paper.
H. Formulas and problems similar to those in CC and A.
Graphical analysis of falling body.
L. I,!=mv, first in words* Formulas for accelerated motion care-
fully developed. Formulas applied to falling bodies. Formula
for weight nbove the surface of the earth. Problems. Formulas
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for weight above the surface of the earth. Problems. Formulas
for centrifugal force and penclulurt with problems.
Gravitation.
IS. General law. NYS. Law. Problems. NCA. height.
CC. W=mg. Formula for law. Problems.
MG. Force g resolved. Law and problems.
PIT • Law but no problems.
A. Law. Formulas for weight above and below surface of earth.
H. Formulas and problems. L. Same.
Work, Energy, Power.
IS. Measurement of work (W) and energy (E). Relation of
power (P) to others.
NYS. W=FL. Erg, foot-pound. PE=FL. KE defined. Unit of power.
NCA. W=FL. Units of measure. E measured by W.
CC. W=Fs. Foot-pound, kilogramineter
,
erg, joule, defined.
P=time,rate of doing work. Horse power and Kilowatt defined.
P.E=F1. K.E.=l/2mv*". Many problems.
IIG. T.V=FS. Gram centimeter, erg, joule, horse power, kilowatt,
defined. P=w/t. P.E.=Mh gm. cm.P.E.=Mgh ergs. K,E. ssl/2mr*'.
Problems
.
MT. W=FS in words. Foot pound and gram centimeter defined and
relation shown.
Efficiency defined. Work of flowing liquids. Power = work • Horse
Lime
power and energy defined. Law of machines derived here by use of
inclined plane.
A. W=FS.Erg, joule, Kgm-m, foot-pound, horse power, Kilowatt
defined. Formulas for K.E. and P.E. Problems.
H. W=FS erg, Foot-poundal, Kgm-ra, and foot pound defined.
Power defined. Relation of horsepower and watts. Formulas for
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kinetic and potential energy. Problems.
L. W=F1 follows word expression. K.E.=P.E.=Mgl=mgE- =l/2mv ?'.
Problems. Coefficient of friction. Problems.
Simple Machines.
IS. All given except wedge which is same as inclined plane.
Mechanical advantage, efficiency, friction. Effort parallel to
inclined plane. Applications
.
ISM. Lever, inc. pi. (efficiency), the pulley, wheel and axle
(mech. advantage). Friction.
NYS. and NYSM. Same as above except problems are given (cer-
tainly expected in first), and there is no experiment of friction.
NCA. Same machines as above. Law, efficiency.
CC. All treated. Formula developed for each. General law in
formula. Mech. ad., efficiency. Various arrangements of pullej/s.
Effort // to inclined plane and to base of plane. .Many applications
and problems.
CM. Laws worked out for lever, wheel and axle, pulleys (various
arrangements), inclined plane (effort parallel to plane), mechanical
advantage of last. Coefficient of friction and angle of repose.
MG. Efficiency, mechanical advantage. General law. Same
machines as above. Force // to inclined plane. Various arrangement
of pulleys, differential, train of gear wheels, worm wheel. Formulas
for general and special machines. Coefficient of friction. Many
applications and problems.
MGM. Lever, inclined plane (mechanical advantage).
MT. Same machines as above. Formulas put in word form. General
law, mechanical advantage, efficiency test applied to many machines.
Emphasizes work in = work out. Many applications and problems.
TM. Lever or wheel and axle. Derive general law. Pulleys,
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various arrangements. Mechanical advantage, efficiency. Graph load.
tyM. Inclined plane. Compare effort x length with resistance x
height. Single movable pulley, lever, wheel and axle; efficiency
of each.
A. General low, mechanical advantage, efficiency. Machines
above; formula for each. Formulas for screw, differential pulley,
capstan. Many applications and problems. Coefficient of friction.
AM. Lever, inclined plane (efficiency).
II. General formula. Mechanical advantage, efficiency. Lever,
wheel and axle as same machine. Single movable and system of movable
mulleys. Inclined plane, force // base and // to plane. Formula for
each of the above. Many applications and problems. Coefficient
friction.
L. Practically same as K. Force // to plane only. Some of
applications as worm wheel, geared windlass, train of gear wheels,
hydraulic crane, turbines, water wheels.
Elasticity and Heche's Law. Cohesion.
ISM. Calibration of spring- Jolly balance, bending rods,
twisting rods, breaking strength of wire.
CC. Lav: stated. Coefficient of elasticity of volume. Formula
for same worked out in foot no e. Problems.
CM. Tenacity of wire. Calibration of spring, its modulus.
Laws of bending; graphed. Torsion laws; two curves.
MG. Law of tenacity. Measure of elasticity. Law. Problems.
MGM« Lav: for stretching and bending. Graph each.
MT. Not given. TM. Lav: worked out. Formula.
A. Law. Problems. AM. Law verified.
II. Law. Stated in equation form. Tenacity. Problems .Elasticity
.
L. Law. Tension, compression, bending, Problems.
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Heat
Measurement of Temperature.
IS. Subject given,
NYS. Reduction of Centigrade and Farehheit scales. Problems.
NYSM. Testing fixed points of thermometers.
NCA. C. and F. scales.
CC. Comparison and reduction of C, F. arid R. scales. Problems.
CM. Correct any reading of thermometer.
MG . C. and F. scales. Air and hydrogen thermometers under which
pressure coefficient of gas is given and formula derived. Problems.
MGM. Test fixed points of thermometers and find change in
boiling point due to change of cne cm pressure.
MT. Reduction of C. and F. scales.
A.
, C. and F. scales, formulas, problems*
AM. Test points. Graph for correction.
B. C. F. and R. scales. Problems on first two.
L. C. and F. scales. Formulas, problems.
Expansion .
IS. Solids (qualitative). Law of Charles. Absolute O.
ISM. Coefficient of linear expansion. Law of Charles.
NYS. and NYSM. Same as above with problems.
CC. Coefficients of linear, surface and cubic expansion.
Formula for each derived. Absolute 9. Law of Charles. Laws of
Charles and Boyle combined and formula derived. Problems.
"Proportionality" used but not explained.
CM. Coefficient of linear and cubic expansion (latter of liquid)
Coefficient of expansion of air. Formula derived.
MG. Law of Charles. Formula. Formulas for V,D and T, of £ases.
Linear coefficient for solids.
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IXM. Volume coefficient for air. Linear coefficient for brass
and iron.
IT. Qualitative. WM. Linear expansion coefficient.
A. Linear and cubic expansion. Problems. Law of Charles.
Absolute 0. Lavs of Charles and Boyle combined. Formulas. Problems.
AM. Coefficient of linear expansion. Coefficient of expansion
of air.
H. Formula for linear expansion. Graph of expansion of water.
Lav of Charles. This combined with Boj'le's law. Problems.
L. Formulas for linear, surface, and cubical expansion briefly
derived. Law of Charles combined with Boyle r s law. Absolute 0.
Formulas, Problems. Hydrogen thermometer.
Specific heat.
IS. Calorie, specific heat. E. T. U.
ISM. Thermal capacity, specific heat.
NTS. Calorie. Specific heat. Problems. Low of exchange.
NYSM. Specific heat determined by method of mixtures.
KCA. Given.
CC. and CM, Thermal capacity determination of specific heat by
method of mixtures. Water equivalent. Problems.
KG. and UGH. Practically same as above. (CC. and CM.)
BIT. Calorie, B.T.U. Specific heat. Til. Specific heat by
mixtures. WM. same.
A. Calorie, thermal capacity, problems. Specific heat. Problems.
AM. Specific heat of metal. Water equivalent.
II. Calorie, specific heat, formula. Water equivalent. Ilethod
of mixtures.
L. Same as B.
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Heat of Fusion and Vaporization.
IS., ISM. , NYS
. ,
NYSM., NCA. Determination of "both.
CC. and CM. Both given. Formulas. Problems.
MG. Both given. Applications. Problems.
MGM. Experiment on each. Heat lost = heat gained. Cooling curve.
MT. La;? stated. Applications. Problems. WM. Both determined.
A. Both with many problems and applications.
AM* Cooling curve. Experiment on each. Heat equation. Vapor
tension.
II. Both given. Curve showing heat effects. Problems.
L. Both given. Formulas, problems. Ice calorimeter and its
equation. Curve showing heat effects through changes of state.
Mechai ical Equivalent of Heat.
All syllabi except NCA and texts give it. MGM. Formula for
apparatus used.
Sound
Velocity.
IS. Speed. ISM. Velocity in air. Wave length. Number
vibrations of a tuning fork.
NYS. Length of wave and pitch. NYSM. Same as ISM.
NCA. Lave length: period, pitch.
CC. Formula for v in gasas. l=v/n. Reflection. Problems,
sine curve.
CM. V in air, in metal. Frequency. Use formula for n.
MG. Influence of temperature on v. V=nl. Problems.
MGM. V in air. Vibrations of tuning fork. Wave length.
MT. Period reciprocal of frequency. Temperature. Problems.
TM. Speed. Frequency of tuning fork. Length of wave.
I M. Velocity.

OP
A. Simple harmonic motion, sine curve. v=nl. v changes with
temperature* v varies as square root of e/cl. Problems.
AM* v in air and in solid. Tate of vibration of fork.
II. S.1I. motion. Sine curve. Formula connecting v, e and d.
Problems. L. gives same as II.
All texts and syllal)i treat scales and beats. MGrH. floppier' s prin.
Vibration of Strings and Air Columns.
IS. and NYS. Laws for both.
CC. Laws for both. Problems.
CM. Resonance. Laws of air columns. Strings as to length,
diameter, tension and density.
TIG. Resonance. Strings ; 1 and t. MGM* Same for strings.
MT. Qualitative. TM. Strings: Length, tension, diameter.
A. Usual laws. Formulas. AM* Strings : length, tension, diameter.
H. and L. Both give laws and problems. H, gives formulas.
Light
Velocity and Waves.
Ally syllabi and texts give both. Except NCA does not suggest
latter. MG and L use wave form rather than rays, though the latter
uses both.
All except NCA treat photometry and law of inverse squares. Most
of the texts give simple formulas and problems.
Mirrors, Pane and Curved.
IS. Plane only. i=r. Position and character of image.
ISM. Same plus images in concave and convex mirrors.
NYS. Same as IS,; NYSM. same as ISM. Three positions for object.
NCA. Law of reflection. Plane only.
CC. Location of image in plane; in two at angle. Show angle of
deviation in revolving mirror = 29 . Foci and conjugate foci.
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Locate I, five positions of 0. Proves l/p -t- l/p ,=2/r=l/f . Construc-
tions excellent. Many problems.
CM. Locate image in plane mirror. Measure F in concave.
F =ab/(a+b) is derived. Same for convex. F=ac/(c-a). Various
positions for pencil of Jight. Character of images in spherical
mirrors
.
MG. Law of reflection. Images in each with conparative sizes.
MGM. Prove i=r . Focal length for concave, l/u-fl/v=l/f
.
MT • Image in plane mirror. Similar triangles. i=r shown.
TM. Same. WM, I in plane mirror.
A. i=r shown I in plane. I ultiple reflection. Focus and
conjugate foci. Locate I, four positions of 0. Pr< ve l/u+i/v=i/f
.
Problems.
AM. I plane. F of concave. Use formula changed to f=uv/(u+v).
II. Same as CC. L. Also practically sane. Figures: wave and ray,
Index of Refraction.
ISM. For glass and water.
NYS. Laws of refraction. Index. Critical angle.
NCA. Refraction,
CC. Law of sines; explained. Indices of several substances.
Trace ray into these. Construction of critical angle.
CM. Index for ater. Value of sines from table. Also for
glass. Formula.
MG. Defined as ratio of velocities. Problems.
MGM. Critical angle for glass. Construction.
TM. For glass. Sine lav; derived.
A. Sine law developed. Problems.
AM. For water. Law of sines discussed. Tangent explained.
Angle of deviation of light through prism. Index for glass.
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H. Sine law. Problems. L. Same,
Plate, Prism, Rain-drop, Grating.
IS. Plate, prism. ISM. Same.
NYS. and NYSM. Same. NCA. Prism.
CC. Plate, prism, rain; excellent figures. Problems.
CM. Angle of prism. Proof not required.
MG. Plate, prism; problems. MGM. Ray through prism.
I.IT., TM
.
, WM. Qualitative.
A. Total reflection in prism. Prism, rainadrop. Grating.
AM. Plate. Angle of prism. Length of wave by grating.
II. Plate; uses sines. Prism. Rainbows, figures. Problems.
L. Ray through plate, prism. Construction for rainbow. Problems.
Lenses
IS. Converging, diverging. Images for first only. Simple and
compound microscope. Telescope.
ISM. F of convex lens. Real and virtual images. Optical
instruments
.
NYS. Definition of principal terms. Formulas, distance, focus,
size. NYSM. F of converging lens. Verify 1/^+ l/D =l/F.
NCA. Lenses. CC. Rays through six kinds. Locate I for
various positions.
CM. Usual cases for location and character of images with
formulas
.
MG. Images with both for various positions. Magnifying power
of lenses. Some mathematics in optical instruments. Problems.
MGM. Laws of image formation. Formula. Measure magnifying
power of lens, compound microscope, and telescope.
MT. Excellent figures. Subject mainly qualitative.
TM. Cocal length of lens. Conjugate foci. Verify formula.
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A. F. Location of image. Conjugate foci. Formula. Problems.
AM. Focal distance measured. Parallax. Conjugate foci$
various positions.
II and L. Practically same: Both kinds of lenses. Construction
for images with in various positions. Formulas, Problems,
Miscellaneous
.
Host of references give pin hole camera, microscopes and
telescopes. Texts usually give problems, MT and WM give especial
attention to practical problems in lighting.
Electricity ai d Magnetism*
NYS. Magnetic laws for distance. Problems.
CC. Coulomb's Law. Formula. Capacity formula.
CM, Measure magnetic transparency. Compare strength of poles.
MG. Unit defined. Law of distance.
A. Coulomb's Law. H, Gauss and Maxwell defined; formulas.
Law of distance. Problems.
L. Coulomb's Law. Formulas. Problems.
Effects of Electric Currents.
Syllabi state subjects but do not indicate whether quantitative.
Z-
CC. Heat =0.241 Rt. CM. Temperature coefficient of resistance [
MG. Chemical method of measureing I. Formula for II.
TM. Metal deposited proportional to I and time.
A. Quantity of metal deposited proportional to quantity of
electricity. Electro-cnerical equivalent proportional to die; leal
equivalent. Ampere given its clerical definition. Formula for II.
H.and L.give formula for H.
Grouping of Cells. Internal Resistance.
ISM. Measure E. M, F, Arrangement with various external
resistance.

NYS. Measure internal R by C=E/(R+r). NYSM. Lav/ of Resistance.
CC. I=E/(RTtnr) for scries. Formula for parallel. Problems.
CM. Measure R of single cell; two series, and parallel.
I :1 1 =R V r-fg • R+r+g. Formula using tangents. Table tangents given.
Wheatstone's Eridge also used with formula.
MG . Formulas for both arrangements. Problems.
A. Same formulas. Problems.
AM. Measure R and r. Formulas as in CM.
II. Same formulas. Also for voltmeter and ammeter. Problems.
L. Formulas for each and for combinations. Problems.
Units. Ohm's Law. Shunts.
IS. Measure of R by volt-ammeter and Y/heatstone ' s Bridge methods
ISM. Same.
NYS. Units defined. Kilowatt-hour. C=e/r, Measuring
instruments. Law of R for wires. Problems. Shunts Problems.
NYSM. R of wires. (Shunts, qualitative )
.
NCA. Law. Principle units.
CC. Units. Work=EQ,. Energy=EI ergs per/sec. I=E/R.
I=E/(R+r). Problems. Law of Shunts. l/R=l/Wl/r 1 . Problems.
CM. Measure by Bridge and v-ammeter methods. Formulas.
MG. Units. Formulas. Problems. El^Watts. MGM. Ohm's Law.
MT. Strongly qualitative. Ampere defined chemically. I=E/R in
words. Wa tts=voltsxamperes . 1055watts==lB.T.U. Problems. Relations
of units. Problems. Shunts (qualitative )
.
TM. Yv'heatstone ' s Eridge used. Its formula.
WM. Ohm's Law. Current necessary to light 16c lamp.
A. Resistance. Units I=E/R, etc. Energy=EO„. VoltsxCoulombs=
Joules. Voltsxampcres= Joules of work per/sec. EI=Watts.
EIt=J.I Rt=J. Problems.
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AM. Fall of Potential. Ohm's Law. Plot curve. R by two
methods above. Theory of Eridge worked out.
H. Common units defined and relations shown in formulas.
R=k l/d . Ampere defined chemically. Shunts. Formula. Problems.
L. Units. Relations shown "by formulas. Shunts, formula well
developed. Voltsxamperes=Watts. Problems. V'heatstone ' s Eridge,
formula, problems.
Electro-magnetic induction is generally treated qualitatively.
Some give intensity. L. gives formula.
IS., MT. and WM. Efficiency of motor. CC, CM, A and AM use
tangent galvanometer, with formulas. CM constructs calibration
curve. AM discusses "reduction factor". Show that reduction factor:
I=tan45 : tan of average deflection. CM also calibrates tangent
galv. by copper voltmeter method for reading amperes.
Texts are liberal in applications and problems on these
applications. These involve principles given above.
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VII. Formulas.
The syllabi, texts and manuals which I have tabulated above
use formulas much more extensively than Hall would have them used.
As I have indicated in the introductory paragraph, he says, "The
boy wants and needs great wholes, facts in profusion, but few
formulae". Mann is very earnest in his arguments against the present
extensive use of mathematical forms. Accordingly he and Twiss have
not a single formula in their one year course* They have arranged a
sort of compromise between the full statement in words and the
formula. For example, after defining specific gravity they express
the relations in the following form:
., weight in air . _Specific gravity = i osg or weight iirVater- TIlls Plan 13
employed throughout the book. The other texts, with varying degrees
of difficulty, ei ploy the formulas freely. Chute, who is an experi-
enced high school nan, is joint author of one of the most mathematics
of high school texts and he gives the most difficult work in formulas
in his manual which have been found in this examination. There is
essentially a very wide difference between the experiences of two
classes, one of which studies Mann and Twiss' text and Wauchope's
manual, while the other studies Cariiart and Chute's text and Chute's
manual. In one of the larger high schools a very profitable
pedagogical experiment might be worked out by using the two sets of
boohs in different sections and testing the results with special
reference to the effectiveness of the formula.
The two methods of treatment reflect a wide difference of
opinion among teachers as to whether laws of physics should be
expressed in formulas for boys and girls of high school age. In
order to decide wisely we need to observe what experience they have
had with formulas before they come to the study of physics. We must
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also consider the advantages and disadvantages of the formula as a
method of expression, as a means in the solution of problems, and as
a form for fixing in the memory many of the important relationships
in physics*
The State Course of study for the grades does not hesitate
to require pupils in the seventh grade to express the relations
among principal, interest, time, and rate, "by general symbols.
i=prt, r=i/pt, p=i/rt, and t=i/pr are all familiar to the pupil in
the seventh grade, four or five years before he begins the study of
physics
.
The course in arithmetic was prepared by President Felmly
of the Illinois State Normal School* He is one of our closest
students of elementary education and a teacher of wide experience in
elementary mathematics. His opportunities for studying the best
methods of teaching elementary mathematics have been ideal. His
judgment therefore has great valve. In his introduction to the
eighth grade work President Felmly says, "The various rules of
mensuration should be developed inductively from actual Eieasurements
of objects. Thej should be expressed in formulas". Thus the
children, all over Illinois at least, are expressing mathematical
relations quite freely by means of formulas before they enter high
school. And these formulas are not particularly easy. Some of them
are as difficult as the average of those we find in the high school
texts in physics. If an eighth, grade pupil can understand the
development of the formulas for the surfaces and volumes of the
cylinder, the cone, and the sphere, it certainly is not too much to
expect high school pupils to understand the development of the
formulas usually found i 1 high school physics texts.
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The work in arithmetic is followed by algebra in the first
year high school. The texts examined for this study show that the
pupils continue to use formulas even more extensively than in
arithmetic, and here many of them are taken from physics. Mann con-
demns this growing tendency to correlate algebra and physics. It
seems to me that it can be made to serve both studies well. Formulas
for uniform and accelerated motion, density, the lever and other
simple machines, the pendulum, thermometers, law of inverse squares,
Ohm's law, and other relations will help to vitalize algebra. The
meaning of the formulas must be made clear to the class and simple
experiments may well be performed in the algebra recitation to
accomplish this. Unless this is done the attempt to correlate may be
a failure. While there are not so many formulas used in geometry, in
general, as in algebra, there is a considerable number in the fifth
booh. The development is strictly logical. The physics teacher
ought to welcome the preparatory work in formulas given in arithmetic
algebra, and geometry. It is a good foundation for the work which he
has to do if he employs formulas in his own teaching.
It is possible, even with this preparatory work, for formula
to become a barrier to the understanding of physical principles. The
text may be too concentrated, "too highly peptonized" with formulas,
to borrow a phrase from Hall, for the pupil to see anything but
mathematics. A number of the texts are not free from this fault.
There is not sufficient descriptive matter, not enough of the prac-
tical or utilitarian to give life to the subject. Thus lacking the
contact with every day life which physics ought to have it can easilj
become the most miprofitable drudgery to the pupils. A live teacher
may be able to supply from his own experience, from his reading, and
from supplementary reading assigned to the class, the necessary
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clothing for the formulas* But if his timo is too full, if he is
ll^-e the text by nature, or if, for any other reason, he fails to
give this vitalizing work, the course in physcis can not he a success,
and the formulas will probably have to hear nest of the "blame.
As an argument against the use of formulas for solving
problems it is often urgecl that pupils make the substitution and get
the "answers" in a perfectly mechanical way, that it is much more
effective to reason out each problem applying the laws of physics
wherever they are involved without the aid of formulas. The substi-
titions and the solutions do often become mechanical under the in-
struction of a poor teacher. It is not easy for a good teacher to
keep his class from doing this work mechanically. Unless each
problem has a definite physical meaning to the class the work is not
well done. When the pupil explains his problem he must be held for
the physical principles with which it deals.
With the modern facilities for training it is reasonable to
assume that teachers of whom physics is required, have a fair pre-
paration in physics and in methods of teaching. They should be
capable of exercising good judgment in the selection of texts and
manuals. If this assumption is correct, most of the objections
given against formulas in high school physics will be removed by the
selection of good texts and manuals and by good teaching. If the
text develops the formulas, for the most part, inductively with
sufficient descriptive and illustrative material, and if the teacher
supplements this work as fully as he ought to supplement it, the
formulas become very definite expressions for principles which are
well understood.
The problems dealing very largely with the environment and
with the industries will keep before the minds of the pupils the
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physical principles. It is not possible for them to make the sub-
stitutions and solve such problems without giving thought to the
physical principles involved. A general discussion of problems will
follow, but two illustrations are given here.
1. Ten jackscrews each of which has a pitch of l/4 inch
and a lever arm of 18 inches are being worked simultaneously to raise
a building weighing 100,000 pounds. What force would have to be
exerted at the end of each lever if there were no friction?
2. How many lamps may be operated in parallel with a
current from a dynamo of 150.5 amperes if each lamp requires l/2
ampere?
The formula has another important function in elementary
physics. Because of its brevity it helps to fix in the memory; an
;
otherwise lengthy law or principle. Which of the following will be
the more easily memorized and which will be retained the better?
The kinetic energy of a moving body is equal to one-half the product
of its mass and the square of its velocity, or K.E.=l/2mv>? The
answer seems evident. The formula is much less of a tax on the
memory than the statement in words. In stating the relation between
physical quantities, however, the pupil should be required to make
the statei art in words rather than in symbols. Otherwise he may
memorize the formula without understanding what it means. This is
partly avoided by occasionally assigning different symbols from those
usually used for the quantities under discussion, and requiring the
pupil to give the formula with these new symbols. He should have no
difficulty in doing this if be understands the physical meaning of
the formula. After it is clearly understood that formulas are the
expressions for physical relations they become very convenient for
short rapid reviews of these principles. Their brevity makes
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possible many more repititions than could be made if the full state-
ments were given in words, and the drill thus obtained is very
necessary to fix in the memory the physical relations which the
formulas express.
An examination of some of the formulas in the texts tabu-
lated above will be helpful in studying the best methods of dealing
with them. Many are os simple and others so uniformly treated that
it will not be necessary to study them here. It is assumed that the
symbols given in the discussion are in such general use in all the
texts that it will not be necessary to explain them.
Mechanics.
Carhart and Chute, in a foot note on elasticity, develop
the expression for the coefficient cf elasticity of volume. After
defining coefficient of elasticity, pressure, and compression, they
develop the formula as follows: "Let p be the increase in pressure
on unit area, and let the original volume V become V-v. Then v/V
is tlie compression for a. unit of volume, and the coefficient of
elasticity is p-v/V=pV/v . " This is given on page 12, in the second
or third lesson. Probably not one pupil in ten will have any con-
ception of what it means. The following form found in other texts
is much better, because it is simple and the average pupil can get
stres c Force annlied "its meaning. "Elasticity = strain Change produced . ^hers regard
it as difficult and give it in this simple form after at least a
month's work has been done. This seems to me the better place for it,
Mann and Twiss do not treat the subject. Several manuals have an
experiment on the spiral spring and develop the simple relation
between stretch and stretching force.
Uniformly accelerated motion and falling bodies offer
especial difficulties for the beginner, and they seem to be on the

border line as to mathematical treatment. New York and Illinois
syllabi give the topics but the North Central Syllabus omits it.
Five of the texts treat them mathematically, but Mann and Twiss,
true to the principles laic! down by Mann in his "The Teaching of
Physics", give them only in a descriptive manner. The usual method
is to treat the subject of acceleration in general and then apply the
principles and formulas to falling bodies as a particular case.
Carhart and Chute give a paragraph to a good discussion of
accelerated motion and follow it with "Formulae for Uniformly
Accelerated Llotion.— Let a be the acceleration, or the gain in
velocity per second acquired in a second of time. (Unless otherwise
stated, the unit of time used will be the second of common or mean
solar time, of which there are 86,400 in a mean solar day.) (This is
an unwise diversion from an abstruse subject ; it ought to be in a
foot note.) Then in t seconds the velocity acquired will be
v = at (2)
Since the gain in velocity is uniform, if the body starts
from rest, the avergage velocity for t seconds is l/2 (0+at), or
l/2at. The distance s passed over in t seconds is then by (1)
(s=vt), previously given, l/2 at x t, or l/2 at 2" . Hence
s= 1/2 at*" (3)
2s
From (3) a = rr*
and t =1-^-
I a
Substitute this value of t in (2), and
v = a = [2as (4)
/ a

These are given early in the text, page 26, when pupils have
had little experience in seeing the mathematical relations in physics
and he has not had. much more when he finds the following on page 56.
"To find the space passed over in any one second, find the space
described in t seconds and in (t-l) seconds, and subtract the latter
from the former. Denoting the distance sought by s',
s' = 1/2 gt^-l/2 g(t-l)^= 1/2 g(2t-l).
It is better to place these formulas later, as Linebarger does, after
pupils have had considerable experience with simpler relations. The
method of development is good. There ought to be more description
accompanying the development. After the last of these formulas the
authors describe the experiment with Atwood's Machine which com-
paratively few schools have. This is an attempt to make it concrete,
but if the experiment can net be given the discussion is no less
abstract than the short direct paragraphs dealing with the formulas
themselves. This method cf treatment is not lifeely to promote
interest in the study of physics.
Milliken and Gale give six pages to their discussion of the
subject together with projectiles. They present very clearly the
subject by illustration and follow it with a full description of
Galileo's experiment for studying the laws of falling bodies. The
results of a supposed experiment which can be done in any labratcry
are tabulated under number of seconds t, velocity at the end of e^ch
second v, spaces fallen each second s, total distances S. It is
shown that these may be surmarised in the algebraic expressions giver
above. This is followed by an algebraic development of the formulas
similar to that given by Carhart and Chute and this by illustrative
problems. The application is made to falling bodies by increasing
the slope till the plane becomes vertical and a=g. The development
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for projectiles is clear. The method is excellent throughout and
pupils will solve the problems much ijiore intelligently than they
could if they had studied the shorter method.
Of the syllahi only that of Illinois has curvilinear motion
and centrifugal force. The method is not suggested. Mann and Twiss
do not give them at ail;j Hi 1 liken and Gale and Linebarger treat them
qualitatively. The other texts develop the formulas practically as
fol lows
:
"The acceleration given "by the centripetal force is equal to
^.
. Since force equals Ma or jpL , the expression for either cen-
tripetal or centrifugal force is
(U or»t -gr. (2)
Equation 1 expresses the force in absolute units, pnd Equation 2
in gravity units.
The fact that the acceleration
7-
given by F is I can be obtained from a
consideration of the accompanying
figure. Suppose a body of mass M to
be moving around the circle whose cens
ter is 0, with a uniform velocity v.
The space AB, ever which it passes in
the time t, is S=vt.
Let the time t be taken as a very short time- so short that
the arc AB is practically equal to the chord AB. On AB as a diago-
nal, complete the rectangle ADBC.
The distance the body is drawn away from AC toward 0, by the
constant centripetal force, is practically equal to
CB =AD=l/2 at*
— 2-
Now by geometry, AB = AD x AE,
1
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or v
z
t* = l/2 at x '7r.
Hence v = ar, ncl a = — .
' r
AE is the hypotenuse of the right-angled triangle ABE, and BD is a
perpendicular dropped upon it from the vertex cf the right angle.
In every text this is in fine print suggesting that it may be omitted
This is the best deposition of it except in strong classes.
Illinois and New York syllabi require the pendulum only in
the experiments and most manuals have it. The principal formula is
t alien from dynamics. It is ^=7
^|[^ • ^w0 tex "^ s develop the formulas
for t and 1 from this.
t= Tf^r t and t' (for same place)
Therefore t:=t'= j/-£: j/gT or t:t' = fl: fl^
.
Linebarger develops the expression t:t' = g: g'. This has
so little significance for high school pupils that it should be
omitted. Some authors give this qualitatively, others give relations
as "laws" only. The formulas are simple and pupils ought to get them
with little difficulty. Some of the texts solve the formula for g.
The solution helps pupils to see how this important constant may be
obtained; but if time is pressing it can well be omitted.
WFor solids heavier than water sp. gr. = — offers no
V/-w
difficulty. The method of finding sp. gr. of solids lighter than
water is not so simple. It is given more frequently by illustration
than by formula. The former is probably the more effective method.
However a simple derivation of the formula follows:
Let w = weight of body in air, = weight of sinker in
water, wd = weight of body and sinker in water. In addition to the
weight of the object w, some of the weight of the sinker is required
to immerse the object. .videntlj' the latter is the difference betweefji
the weight of the sinker alone in water and the weight of both the
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object and the sinker. Since come of the weight of the sinker is
required to overcome the bcjfUyant effect of the water on the object,
it alone weighs more in water than both together. Since w is the
weight of the sinker alone in water and w the weight of the sinker
and the object in water, Wx -\t3 is the loss of weight of the sinker
in immersing the object. Therefore the bouyant effect of the water
on the object is w.
-f (w, - w, ) , and its sp. gr. = ^ .
Heat.
Another rather difficult formula developed by some texts
(not suggested by the syllabi) is the gas equation. Linebarger's
is somewhat typical,
"The Gas Equation.- Since both pressure and volume of a
gas are directly proportional to the absolute temperature, their
product is also directly proportional to the absolute temperature.
If then P, V and T denote the pressure, volume and absolute tem-
perature of a given mass of gas, and R is a constant, the gas
equation is
PV = RT
If by means of subscripts different values of P, V, and T
for the same mass of gas are distinguished, then
P V = p T and P V s RT
whence, since R is constant,
P, V, . T,
,
P,Vt Tz-
This form is convenient in the solution of problems."
After stating the equations v /v^= ^/T^and p /p^= T, /T^
Adams says "The products of the volumes and pressures of a given mass
of gas are proportional to its absolute temperatures or p vrp^vpT, rTj,'
This is an unfortunate development, for pupils will see that multi-
plying the members of the equations together gives p, T; :
p
t Y&x, :T2 .
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Carhart and Chute have perhaps the hest short development. But
the pupil is not likely to get this. It seems better in solving
problems to apply Boyle's Law as if there were no change in temper-
ature, and then apply the lav; of Charles as if p were constant.
The New York syllabus has an experiment in specific heat
which colls for mixing two quantities of water at different tempera-
tures but does not take account of the containing vessel. A number
of the texts omit water equivalent. Under no consideration should
the vessel be omitted. The formula is not difficult.
Let M. s t t f t a be mass of vessel, its specific heat, and its
temperature at the beginning and end of the experiment respectively
j
H^s^t^ the some for water; m s
z
t^tzt the some for the given sub-
stance. Then by the law of mixtures
i:
3
s
3
(t
3
-
tj = M/S/ (t^- t,) tM z(t^- ty ) since s = 1
or M^ Sj (t 3 - tx ) = (M/S/fMj (t4 - t,)
Then s = (H4fH4k:k)
This may be varied by finding the water equivalent of the vessel and
adding it to M 2 . Then the formula becomes
a =
M^ - t/ )
i^Tt^^TIT
Illinois and New York syllabi contain coefficient of linear
expansion, - presumably the formula is to be included. Texts and
most manuals have it. Some of them describe how it is obtained,
some reduce this to formula. Carhart and Chute's presentation is on<
of the best. After defining coefficient of linear, superficial, and
cubical expansion the authors put the first in this form; If 1, and
la. represent the lengths of a metallic rod at the temperatures t, an<
.
t^ respectively, then ^ _ ^
/=
^
x ~ is the expansion for 1° , in
Which t is the difference of temperatures. If a represents the mean
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1 — 1
coefficient' of expansion per unit length, then a = ——
—
?
,
wl ence
1^= 1,(1 at).
A similar development is given for volume. They explain as
sor.e others clo that the coefficients of superficial and cubical
expansion are obtained fro::1 the coefficient of linear expension.
Koadley works these out and explains that terms containing higher
powers of a than the first are negligible. Experience has shown that
this would best be omitted. If it were placed in the appcrdix so tha|.
the mathematically inclined could refer to it easily it ought to be
interesting to them.
Sound.
Those who fear the introduction of formulas into the high
school course con hardly be displeased because of the attention they
have received in the subject of sound. Very few are given and they
\f~C~ s
are simple. The most critical can not object to s=
J(
jr , or n= .
A number of the texts follows the statement of the laws for strings
with symbols in the form of a proportion, lloadley combines them in
one expression which is the most complex given in the subject. It
is as follows:
, ff fa'
= Dm ::=PW
The more difficult formulas of college physics in the subject to
sound are not adapted to ele: entary work and thus they are not likely
to become a problem to the high school teacher.
Electricity and Magnetism.
Ohm's Law is stated by formula C= ~ . It is desirable to
find what results may be obtained by different groupings of say n
cells. Let the internal resistance of each cell be r, and the total
external resistance be R. The n cells in scries have n times, the
nE
e and r of one cell, so that the resulting formula is C= Wr~~ •
_.
R f nr
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Now if nr is negligible compared with R the formula is
nE
pztactically C= -sr , and the current is therefore multiplied hy n.
If R is negligible compared with nr then the formula is practically
C = — = E which is the same for n cells as for one cell and
nr 1
nothing is gained. Then series connection is desirable only when
conditions approach the first case.
If the cells are in parallel then E is not affected but r
is divided by n so that C=—§L. = . . If nR is negligible compared
R+-J1 nn+r
with r then C= which multiplies the current by the number of cells
nE E
if r is negligible compared with nR then practically C= —-= — which
nR R
gives same as for one cell.
But we are not confined to these two methods of grouping.
The two may be combined in various ways to advantage. If the n cells
are arranged s in series and p in parallel then n equals sp. The
electromotive force and internal resistance are evidently multiplied
by the number in series s and the internal resistance divided by the
sE
number in parallel p. The resulting formula is C= — . The
P
largest current results when the cells are so grouped that R is as
nearly equal to pi as is possible. The proof for this is too
difficult for an elementary course. It will be found in Ganot Art.
847 and in other college texts. The water analogy for these differ-
ent cases which several authors give, illustrated with cuts, is
excellent
.
Some texts do not work out the formula for shunts, giving
the subject only by illustration. The formulas are useful and the
algebra is easy. Linebarger makes it very simple.
"Let C denote the current strength in the undivided portion
of a circuit, and C
/
and the current strengths in the two
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"branches of it, R the total resistance between A and B, #,and R
the resistance of the two branches, and D the fall of potential
between A and B.
Then C= C,+
_ D D „ D
and C= K ; C, = r- ; C L= -
7.
so that D= CRsC^C^R^;
whence ^=
the strengths of the shunted currents vary inversely as the
resistances of the shunts.
Furthermore, by substituting in the first equation the
values given in the second and cancelling the D's
1
_
1 1
whence R~ " R Rt
R
- ifrc
the combined resistance of two shunts is obtained by dividing the
product by the sum of their resistances. For more than two shunts
jL =
ff+ft+ft*
•
-t ^ • By clearing of fractions R can be found.
Light
.
IllOnly two authors of the above six develop —+—,-27 for lenses
p p f
and mirrors. It is simple plane geometry. It would not be requiring
too much to suggest the similarity of triangles and the second
sentence in the proof below and ask the pupils to give the proof.
Carhart and Chute give it in a foot note. It is one of the best I
have seen, and it is quoted in full.
"From the similar triangles AOB and aob, we have
^poT" *
If E and I be connected by a straight line, this line may be taken
as approximately equal to AB, and to pass through 0. From the
EI _0F ir KO _ OF
similar triangles EFI and aFb we have ~p£- • nence ^ pjj
"
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Tut KO = p, OL = p 1 , OF = f. Then FL = p'-f, p/p f =f/(p ? -f ) , and
l/p l/p'=l/f. By measureing p and p', we may compute f. For the
diverging lens f and p ! are negative."
—
—
^-
F' ~~ Jn
C . —--3
E
B
The preceding construction and proof assume that the light
passes out from its source in rays. The geometrical optics of the
ray, serves very well to introduce the subject of light, hut a much
hotter conception of what actually takes place in optical phenomena
is obtained by means of a discussion in terms of the wave theory.
Ut is therefore a question whether the wave theory explanations for
the simpler phenomena should not he introduced in the high school.
Millikin and Gale, and Lineharger make the wave theory the basis for
their treatment of propagation. To trace a ray of light through a
lens, for example, they combine the curved lines of the wave front
with the straight lines usually employed. The latter are radii of
the concentric circles. I have used the plan in my classes and
regard it as the best one.
The number of v;aves of light striking the retina of the
eye in one second is astounding, and the length of a wave is so
exceedingly small that pupils can hardly keep from feeling that it
is all a wild guess. These numhers have been obtained as a result
of a grand conception in science, and while the theory is beyond a
part of the class it should be given for the few who may understand.
Especially should this be done if a grating is in the labratory.
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After the theory of diffraction lias been explained and it
has. been shown that he is the length of a wave of light, let the
development he as follows:
a Arc ac is so exceedingly short that
it can he regarded as a straight
line, and it is perpendicular to
to hs. Then angle hac is equal to
angle rhs since hoth are acute and
have their sides perpendicular each
to each. Therefore the triangles
are similar. (The two triangles
are similar when an acute angle of one equals an acute angle of the
other.
)
Therefore hs is very large compared with rs : hs can he
rs-fab
substituted for hr and bc:rs=ab:hs or hc= hs
Nov; rs and bs are measured with a high degree of accuracy
and ah is the reciprocal of the number of lines on the grating per
unit length. Therefore the wave length of that color of light which
is used can be determined. Dividing the distance it travels in a
second by this length gives us the number of waves striking the
retina in one second.
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VIII. Problems.
One of the chief purposes of physics in the high
school is to give the pupil the power to interpret more fully his
environment. It may be that the biological sciences are better
adapted than the physical sciences to develop the aesthetic and
the poetic in boys and girls. However this may be, the latter
should have a large part in giving them an appreciation of the
ordinary as well as the extraordinary physical phenomena of their
environment. Just as we should have been astonished when we
studied arithmetic if the teacher had made problems from the com-
mon business affairs of the neighborhood, so pupils in many high
schools would be astonished if the instructor in physics should
make problems from the common phenomena seen in every day life.
Physics has been taught too frequently as if it concerned phenom-
ena far removed from the experience of the pupils.
The tendency in modern texts is in the right direc-
tion. Numerous applications are described in the text, experi-
ments are often of a practical nature, and problems dealing with
common phenomena are abundant. It is in this last division of the
work that the largest opportunity is offered for bringing the sub-
ject close to the lives of the pupils. The instructor may draw
as liberally as time permits from the text used, from other texts,
and from the environment itself.
Now environment must not be understood to include
only those things with which pupils have or will come into imme-
diate contact • It must include fundamentals on which important
industries are based- The pupil may never see a water turbine,
but he knows of the industries which make large use of turbines.
Through his study of geography Niagara Falls have become part of
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his environment . How the energy of this falling water is convert-
ed into electrical energy through great turbines ought certainly
to he full of interest for him- He may never see the process of
electroplating, but he will use spoons, knives and forks, and a
watch case on which the process has been employed. The spectro-
scope, the telescope, the X-ray machine , even the compound micro-
scope, may not be found in the high school laboratory, but every
pupil will read of the wonderful discoveries made with these in-
struments. Unless he has learned something of these in his high
school course his reading will not he intelligently done. It is
with this broad meaning that we use the term environment. And it
is this environment which furnishes a wealth of material for
problems
.
While it is important that the utilitarian or indus-
trial phase of the subject should be emphasized physics can not
he justified on this alone. It has another, perhaps even more
important purpose. Physics must be made cultural as well as
utilitarian. The development of the "scientific hahit of mind"
ought to be the chief purpose. It is perfectly clear, however,
that problems based on the industries are quite as good for this
discipline as any can be which are based on hypothetical condi-
tions. The author and instructor need to discriminate carefully
so that the problems employed shall contribute as largely as any
.
that can be made toward the scientific habit of mind-
The following paragraphs from Professor Bagley may
well be our guide in the use of applied science:
"It is much more probable that the emphasis of
economic applications will make a much more forcible and much
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more general appeal, and thus serve more effectively to give
point and vitality to the ideas of method and procedure and thus
turn them into ideals. After all, the prime source of emotional
factors is the fundamental needs of the individual, and the next
most prolific source is humanity and its needs. When a high
school pupil finds that a rigidly controlled method of procedure,
coupled with a rigorous exclusion of irrelevant factors, includ-
ing his own prejudice and "bias, gains results that are of service
to him and to the race, it is likely that he will have much more
effective respect for the method and its rigorous qualities than
he would gain if it were attempted to carry him through a series
of experiences ending in the contemplation of a logical and co-
herent body of facts and principles."
"At every point, the advocate of applied science
seems to have the better of the argument,- so long as he limits
his plea to the approach, and so long as he recognizes the im-
manence of the method and spirit of science, as compared with
its facts and principles. He may well maintain that the method
and spirit have no meaning, except as productive of facts and
principles, and that if such facts and principles can he so
chosen as to represent a maximum of utility without at the same
time interfering with the fulfillment of the disciplinary func-
tions, it is economy to make the choice on this "basis."
Since applied science is to he made a prominent
feature of the work in physics the instructor must "be a close
student in this field- There is almost an unlimited supply of
material at his command. On my desk is a single copy of Popular
Mechanics v/hich has two hundred eights'- separate topics. This is
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a typical monthly list for this one magazine- The Techincal
World, Popular "Electricity, and the Scientific American with its
Supplement are all excellent for the teacher and for the pupils.
These should be a rich supplement to the text. And it must he
remembered that they are supplementary; it must not become a
course in mechanical devices. The function of these appliances
is clearly stated in the quotation from Professor Bagley.
Webster's definition for habit is, "a disposition or
tendency leading us to do easily, naturally, and with growing
certainty, what we do often". Thus it is necessary to do often
those things which we would make habitual. The study of the text,
the recitation, the experiments in the laboratory, do not give
sufficient repetition. We must look to the problem for this
repetition- Through it we can approach the same phenomenon from
many angles, and thus enforce it, make it into habit.
This need for much repetition suggests something of
the nature of the problems. They should not be mathematical
puzzles, not even difficult mathematically. A definite physical
principle should be the heart of each problem, so that the atten-
tion will be fixed on that principle. They should be numerous to
give the repetition necessary to form habit. The instructor
should have several texts to select from although each one has
more than any class is likely to use. Hoadley gives 367,
Carhart and Chute 439, Mann and Twiss 646, Linebarger 547,
Milliken and Gale 523, Adams 437. These are under the head of
questions and problems. The instructor will find among these
many which are ill adapted to his class; hence the need of
different texts. With these and special problems which he may
i!
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make for the particular environment he v/ill save much valuable
time which is often wasted in meaningless puzzles.
Problems in general should be concrete. The fact
that they refer to actual thing3 gives no assurance that they
are concrete. It must he within the range of the pupil's ex-
perience, or such that it can be clearly visualized by him. The
teacher in making assignments must be sure that this is possible.
There is danger that authors and teachers to whom the mathematics
of elementary physics has become very simple will make their
problems too abstract and difficult for the beginner. Let them
conform to 'Dewey's definition of concrete. "Concrete denotes a
meaning definitely marked off from other meanings, so that it
is readily apprehended by itself."
All the problems on the metric system in some texts
require conversion from that system to our own or the reverse.
Since pupils have had little or no practical experience with the
new units, at least half of the problems should require reduc-
tion from one denomination to another.
It seems unfortunate that a beginning class is
plunged into some of the most difficult topics of the course in
the first few days of their work. Newton's laws of motion,
falling bodies, centrifugal force, composition and resolution of
forces, the pendulum, are among these. Textbook writers have
not succeeded in making the problems concrete. I fear that in
these first few pages physics becomes unpopular to more pupils
than in all the remainder of the course.
Here are a few problems taken from texts, which are
not likely to attract boys and girls to physics. I have desig-
nated the page in parentheses on which each problem is found to
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indicate how early pupils are "brought to these difficulties.
If a body has a uniformly accelerated motion and
starting from rest has a velocity of 100 cm per second at the
moment it completes a distance of one kilometer, what is its
acceleration? (27 )
.
An electric car has a uniform acceleration of 5m. per
second per second. What will he its acceleration per second per
minute? Also per minute per second? (28) Per second per second
is difficult enough; combinations like the above problem has,
and others which this author gives in large numbers should find
no place in an elementary course; certainly not in these early
pages
.
A mass of 490 gm . is acted upon by an unbalanced (
)
force for 15 sec and acquires a velocity of 30 cm. per sec.
Calculate the magnitude of the force. (33.
What unbalanced force will in ten min. give to a
mass of 100 gm. a velocity of 0.99 km. a minute? (33)
Resolve a force of 25 dynes into two components at
right angles, one of the forces to be 10 dynes. Find the other.
(45)
If a body weigh 20 kgm. at the equator where g is
9 78 cm. per second per second, what will it weigh at the pole
where g is 5 cm. greater? (55).
A mass of 50 gm • is connected to a fixed point by a
string 2m. long, and is whirled around in a circle once in three
seconds. Find the tension in the string in dynes; grammes of
force. (70)
If a pendulum makes 35 vibrations in 42 seconds, and
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is 143 cm. long, what is the value of g? (71)
These can "be extended almost indefinitely. Contrast
with these the following taken from texts which are written on a
different plan. They are taken from approximately the same pages
as the others.
Would you attempt to carry home a "block of gold the
size of a peck measure? (Consider a peck equal to 8 liters) (11)
A capillary glass tube weighs 2 g. A thread of mer-
cury 10 cm. long i3 drawn into the tube, when it is found to
weigh .6 g. Find the diameter of the capillary tube- (11)
A boy pulls a loaded sled weighing 200 lb. up a hill
which rises 1 ft. in 5. Neglecting friction, how much force must
he exert? (20)
why does a man lean forward when he climbs a hill?
(25)
With what velocity must a ball be shot upward to rise
to the height of Washington's monument (555 ft)? (32)
If the earth were to cease rotating, would bodies at
the equator weigh more or less than now? Why? (37)
A cone shaped vessel filled with water has a base
of 200 sq. cm. and a height of 100 cm. Find the force acting on
the bottom. (45)
A diver with his diving suit weighs 100 kg. It re-
quires 15 kg. of lead to sink him. If the density of lead is
11.3, what is the volume of the diver and his suit? (57)
If the variation of the height of a mercury barometer
is 2 in. how far did the image rise and fall in Otto von Guer-
icke's water barometer? (64)
!i'iJ
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"Explain why the leaning tower of Pisa does not tip
over. (14)
A crowbar is 5 ft. long. Where must the fulcrum "be
placed in order to pry up a stone weighing 400 pounds "by means of
a force of 100 pounds at the handle end of the crowbar? (37)
If you weigh 120 pounds , how much work do you do when
you go up a flight of stairs 10 feet high? (38)
Represent by a parallelogram the two forces that sup-
port a person who sits in a hammock, and draw the line that
represents their resultant- (51)
A rowboat weighs 250 pounds. How many cubic feet of
water does it displace when floating? (79)
Such expressions as agent, "body, a mass, a force, would
best he avoided in problems. They are especially dry when asso-
ciated with units of force, work, etc. It is easy to find an
"agent", "body", or "mass" which has interest for the hoys and
girls. This is shown in the latter list.
Some of the texts have a great advantage in this
respect in that they treat work in connection with machines . The
prohlems in all the texts on machines, pneumatics, and hydro-
statics are so well chosen that there is little unfavorable
criticism to be made. A few poor ones will he easily detected by
the instructor.
The problems in heat are generally good and pupils are
better prepared by previous study to solve them than they were
to solve those in mechanics. The subject of expansion offers
the greatest difficulty. As I have suggested that formulas for
superficial expansion, and cubical expansion should be omitted,
so problems involving them should be omitted also. One text is
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too heavy on linear expansion. In seven successive problems
eight forminable coefficients - long decimal fractions - occur.
A problem is difficult when it involves but one of these coeffi-
cients. The following might well be left for sophomores in col-
lege:- "The coefficient of linear expansion of steel is
0.00001322, and that of zinc is 0.00002976. Calculate the length
of a zinc rod that will have the same increase in length as a
steel one 100 cm. long." The next is much better. "The length
of the iron bridge across the Menai Straits is 461 m. Find the
change in length of this iron tube between 10° C. and 35 C.
,
the mean coefficient of iron being 0.0000122." The list is al-
most entirely quantitative.
Another author has probably gone unfortunately to the
other extreme and made them almost entirely qualitative. I be-
lieve pupils will understand expansion better if both are given.
These questions by the latter author make the whole class think.
"Why are the chimneys of factories very tall?" "Why is the ice
always placed near the top of a refrigerator?"
The problems in wave motion, sound, and light are so
generally selected with good judgment that I shall not go into
detail. Occasionally one like this is found. "A wire under
tension vibrates with a frequency of 256. What would be the fre-
quency, if the wire were half as long, twice as thick, and under
one quarter of the tension?" It is better not to involve three
laws in one problem. But the lists of problems on the whole are
very commendable.
In electricity authors seem to be about equally divided
between two dominating ideas, electrical measurements and practi-
cal applications in which these measurements are used. The
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accompanying exercises illustrate this. They are taken in order,
not specially selected-
The E. M. P. of a "battery is six volts and the total
resistance is 12 ohms. The external circuit is composed of two
wires A and B, joined end to end- If the fall of potential along
A is 2.5 volts and the resistance of B is two ohms J what is the
resistance of A and the fall of potential along B?
The 1. M. P . of a battery is 10 volts. When producing
a current of 5 amperes the P. D. between the poles of the battery
is 8 volts. What is the resistance of the battery?
A cell having an IMP of one volt sends a current of
0.5 of an ampere through a galvanometer whose resistance is 1
ohm. What current would three such cells give if joined in series
to the galvanometer?
The P. D. of a cell on an open circuit is 1.32 volts.
How much is it if the circuit is closed by a wire having a re-
sistance of two ohms, the resistance of the cell being 0.2 ohm.
In the last problem what is the loss of potential in
the cell?
Second List
:
If 20 16 candle power electric lamps, each having a
resistance of 220 ohms, are joined in series, what is the re-
sistance between the terminals of the series?
If the twenty lamps in the last problem are placed in
parallel between the two mains from a dynamo, what is their
joint resistance?
In the same, if the P. D. between the mains is 110
volts, how many amperes of current flow through the circuit?
How many watts of electrical power are required for a
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common 16-candle power car"bon glow lamp taking a 0.5 ampere cur-
rent at a pressure of 110 volts?
When electrical energy costs 10 cents a kilowatt-hour,
how much does the lamp of the last problem cost per hour?
There seems to "be no advantage in the first list over
the second. The second certainly has the advantage of interest.
The question for those of us who are interested in the
teaching of elementary physics is not, "Shall we make it mathe-
matical?" It is mathematical; we can not make it so nor can we
keep it from "being so. It would "be as reasonable for the "botan-
ist to ask, "Shall I consider chlorophyl in the discussion of
plant growth? The real questions for us are, "How much of the
mathematics of physics shall "be given, and what is the best
method of presenting it?"
The average text is too heavy for the average "boy or
girl of sixteen or seventeen. It is natural for the trained
physicist, accustomed to teach college classes, perhaps not a
close student of elementary education, to overestimate the abil-
ity of high school pupils. He has thought the simple mathemat-
ical relations in physical laws until it seems that there can be
no difficulty in them even for children. But they are new to the
hoy and girl of high school age. The college man who has just
finished his discussion of the Law of Charles for an elemental
text would probably be greatly surprised if he should attempt to
teach it to a high school class. He ought certainly to try it out
before he attempts to put this law and Boyle's Law into the same
formula- Our texts ought to be prepared by men who are physicists
as well as close students of secondary education with every op-
portunity to test their material by teaching boys and girls
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themselves .
The fact that texts have not dealt in the wisest man-
ner with these difficulties in the mathematics of high school
physics does not argue for a purely descriptive course, the old
Natural Philosophy. Mann seems almost to wish we could go back
to the good old days. In his Teaching of Physics he quotes with
admiration from some of the prefaces of these old texts. "It has
been the chief object of the author to make himself understood
by those who know nothing of mathematics." (Comstock, 1846.)
Again, "The author has explained some of the most common and
interesting phenomena of nature in a manner so familiar and
simple, that even young children can not fail to understand their
causes". (Bakewell, 1833) Good nature study text indeed.'
Shall we assume that high school pupils with at least a year of
algebra and a year of geometry, probably one and one half years
of each, "know nothing of mathematics" and that they should at-
tempt only what "even young children can not fail to understand"?
The old "Natural Philosophy texts were written for those who had
never studied algebra and geometry. It is unfair to our pupils
and to their instructors in mathematics, (frequently the same
men teach the physics) to assume that they can do nothing with
mathematics beyond arithmetic. College teachers find freshmen
and sophomores stronger in algebra and geometry than in the four
fundamental operations and fractions in arithmetic. Let us not
hesitate to make use of the student's high school mathematics.
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IX. The Use of Graphs in High School Physics.
Since the mathematics in physics is held responsible "by
many teachers for the decreasing interest in the subject, every
effort should be made to improve the method of presenting this
difficult phase of the work. Physics treats of the laic of nature
and laws are expressible in the language of mathematics. Formu-
lae can easily become too numerous in an elemental course in
physics, but a considerable number ought to be given. It is dif-
ficult, we concede, to give to these an absorbing interest for
the high school hoy or girl. Recent developments both in ele-
mentary mathematics and in physics have been very helpful in the
interpretation of formulae-
Impressions made upon the mind through the sense of
sight are more effective, usually, than those made through any
other of the senses. -There has come into very general use during
the last few years the pictorial representation of the formula-
In the graph the pupil can "see" the law which the formula ex-
presses. The course in algebra prepares well for the graph in
physics. So far as I have examined them texts in algebra written
twenty or even fifteen years ago give nothing on the subject, but
in recent texts many pages are given to it. Some of them give
all the conic sections, and parts of them have the appearance of
an analytic geometry. Indeed it seems that there is danger that
too much time will be given to this kind of work in algebra -
Thus the pupil comes to the course in physics thorough-
ly familiar with the process of graphing. Some of the algebras,
after discussing briefly some simple physical laws, require the
pupils to graph them. In physics he finds this process a great
convenience for showing the fundamental relationships of
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interdependent variable quantities. This is true whether the
purpose he to verify a law given in the text or manual, or to
find the lav/ which shows the relation between the two quantities.
After this relationship has been verified or established it is
easy by interpolation to find corresponding values of the quan-
tities which the data does not show. This advantage of the curve
should be emphasized* Large errors in the data are readily de-
tected and thus may be excluded. Too frequently the curve is
drawn as quickly as possible and its real significance is not
appreciated. The instructor must be sure that it has fulfilled
the functions given above or its value will be lost-
Because the pupil has had much practice in graphing, it
seems hardly necessarjr here to describe the method of construc-
tion. It may be helpful to suggest some principles. Suppose we
are plotting the relation which ought to be followed between
depth (d) and pressure (p) below surface of a liquid. If it is
desired to express p as a function of d, plot the values of p as
ordinates and the values of d as abscissae* The curve should
make angles with the axes of from 35 to 55 . If the line is too
nearly horizontal
.
the precision of the data plotted as ordinates
will be sacrificed, and if too nearly vertical the precision of
the data plotted as abscissae will be sacrificed. The intersec-
tion of the curve with both horizontal and vertical lines can be
read accurately only when the angles formed are as given above.
With these angles interpolations can be made as accurately as the
data which has been taken. Scales of one inch or one centimeter
to one, two, four, five, or ten, units of the quantity measured
are much better than one inch or one centimeter to three, six,
seven, or eleven, units. The former scales are not so tedious

and not so liable to error as the latter. Such scales should
generally "be adopted as will distribute the curve over most of
the page. Precision is sacrificed when the scale is too small
since this cramps the curve, and a "representative line" may he
impossible when the scale is too large since this scatters the
points widely- The curve should not pretend to make interpola-
tions possible to more than two uncertain places. It is not
necessary that the origin be on the page ; the curve should occupy
the most convenient position-
We may improve in one respect on the usual method of
plotting the data. The abscissae of the first point is located,
and a fine vertical line is drawn about one eighth of an inch
long approximately where the corresponding ordinate will be.
Then the ordinate is located, and a fine horizontal line is drawn
intersecting the first at right angles. This method requires
watching only one value at a time, and is more accurate than
x or o •
The curve showing the relation between p and d in
liquid pressure is a straight line. A good method for locating
the best representative line is as follows: Stretch a black
thread and shift it among the points until a position is found
at which the points will lie alternately as nearly as may be on
opposite sides of the thread- Locate two points under the thread
as far apart as is convenient and draw a fine line through these
points. If the curve is not a straight line the best representa-
tive line can be found by means of "curves" prepared for the
purpose. But these are rather expensive and most high school
pupils will not have them. I have found solder wire very con-
venient for this purpose. It has very little elasticity and can
C NUOd R s -i jo n
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"be bent into any shape desired-
It may "be objected that this work is tedious and turns
pupils away from the physics laboratory. I do not believe this
will be true if the graph is made to serve the three purposes I
have given. It has been my experience to observe that the aver-
age high school pupil enjoys doing neat work. Some are untidy
by nature and by training. Shall not physics have its part in
overcoming these untidy habits or tendencies and substituting a
high respect for proper care?
I have not seen the simple geometrical proof that these
straight lines really show the relationship between these vari-
ables involved. The proof follows:
and AJL are equal to p
y
and (//s between //a are
e qual
.
)
In the triangles^OA^A^, is // to APt. Therefore OA, (d,) :
0A Z (*,):: P/:p^.
The metric system is so nearly universally employed in
science and the pupil has had so little experience with it when
he comes to physics that he ought to be given as quickly as pos-
sible a working knowledge of it. He is accustomed to inches,
feet, quarts, pounds ; and centimeters, liters, and grams are
vague in his mind. Because our own system is so awkward it is
very desirable that the pupil shall think in terms of metric
units. One of the faces of the meter rod should have both scales
so that the two linear systems will be often compared. Pupils
should be required to construct both scales on a strip of good
paper graduated to tenths of an inch and to millimeters
,
cut these
into convenient lengths, and paste them on the inside covers of
their note books for reference. Another good plan, though not
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quite so ready for reference, is to plot a curve with English
units as abscissae and metric units as ordinates. The same should
be done with measures of weight . In problems requiring conver-
sion from one system to the other these picture relations should
be used as well as the conversion factors. Carhart and Chute
give in the appendix of their text a four inch scale and a ten
centimeter scale side by side. They also show graphical com-
parison of areas. It would be an improvement to put these in the
body of the text where the metric system is discussed-
The graph of a first degree equation is a straight line,
and that of an equation of higher degree is a curved line. There
are certain disadvantages connected with the curved line graph.
"Especially when two variables are so connected that one varies
as the cube or some higher power of the other, very slight
changes in the value of the first in certain parts of the curve
correspond to very large changes in the value of the other. For
example , the angle of torsion of a rod varies inversely as the
fourth power of the radius. Very slight changes in the radius
make large changes in the angle- If the lengths of the radius
are plotted as abscissae and the angles of torsion as the ordin-
ates, it is necessary to represent a small change in the radius
by a large number of spaces on the paper in order to distribute
the curve well over the page. Otherwise the curve will lie close
to the Y- axis. If the changes are thus exaggerated the preten-
sion to accuracy in measuring it are correspondingly exaggerated.
The graph is a picture, but if the variables must be represented
by very different scales the concept which the pupil gets is
likely to be distorted. It is difficult to keep in mind the fact
that the scales adopted have been very different and to see that
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the shape of the curve has "been correspondingly altered.
It is difficult to draw the curved line well, and in
certain parts of the curve the slightest error is greatly magni-
fied. When the curve "becomes almost parallel to either of the
axes interpolation can not he made with a reasonable degree of
accuracy. For example, there is a graph in Hoadley's text show-
ing the pressure of water vapor at different temperatures from
0° C to 150° C. One space on the Y- axis represents one tenth of
an atmosphere of pressure , and one space on the X- axis repre-
sents 2° C. The curve moves to the right from the origin twenty
spaces before it crosses the first line above the X- axis, It
is impossible to see that the pressure increases during the first
twelve degrees rise in temperature. Interpolation can be made
with a fair degree of accuracy only between 80° and 140° .
It is practically impossible for a high school pupil
to verify a definite law or to discover the relation existing
between two variables from a curved line. He has not had suf-
ficient experience to enable him to see the equation of a curved
line from its shape- In fact it often tests the mathematical
ingenuity of the trained investigator-
My purpose here is not to argue against the construc-
tion of curved graphs. I am simply pointing out some of the dif-
ficulties connected with them. They should be required as a part
of the regular work. The general picture which they give is
valuable. It is important for the pupils to see that a very
little change in the pressure of water vapor is produced by the
first ten or twenty degrees rise in the temperature from e , and
that the rise in pressure becomes more and more rapid as the
temperature rises. The difficulties which I have mentioned above
»
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can be overcome by transforming the equation from a quadratic
or higher degree equation to a first degree equation. The graph
then "becomes a straight line. To "discover" the relation "between
the variables, suggestion may "be obtained from the curved line
plotted directly from the data and then tested by the straight
line. It may be found that plotting the first power of the data
obtained for one of the variables against some higher power or
other function of that obtained for the other variable, or the
reciprocals of some power of the data for the second variable
will give a straight line- If a straight line can be obtained
from the data the equation can easily be written for this line
and transformed to express the relation between the two variables.
The straight line is adapted to a proper distribution
on the page; it is easier and more accurately drawn; errors are
much less exaggerated; interpolations are more easily and more
accurately made ; and laws may be discovered by the high school
pupil (although they have been discovered many times before).
The linear equation and the straight line graph ought to be used
quite liberally to supplement equations of higher degree and
curved graphs, and they ought generally to appear on the same
page with those from which they have been derived. I shall
illustrate the transformation of curved line equations to straight
line equat ions .
The direct plot of Boyle's Law which is obtained by
using the numerical data as found gives a curved line which shows
the pupil in a general way that the volume diminishes as the
pressure increases, but he will not see the definite law which
connects these variables. The law may be verified by transform-
ing this second degree equation into one of the first degree.
— = = =_ , , _= _J
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Let k — constant. Pv — k or p = kxl/v- Now let l/v == z. Then
p = kz , a linear equation. Now plot a curve with p as ordinates
and z as abscissae. If this is a straight line the data obtained
are in accordance with the law.
The formula for falling bodies s=l/2 gt*" is a quadratic
equation and its graph is a curved line. It may he rectified in
this way. Plot s as ordinates and t as abscissae. Then the
equation is a linear equation in s and t. If this gives a straight
line the data obtained are in accordance with the law. The re-
lation between time of oscillation and length of a pendulum is
t
given by ^=k. If we plot t as ordinates and KI as abscissae
we shall obtain a straight line showing that the data are in ac-
cordance with the law.
Peddle in his "The Construction of Graphical Charts"
gives a very interesting discussion and a chart which I shall re-
produce in full-
"Chart for Focal Distance of Lens.
Take the formula connecting the foci of a lens with
its principal focus .
l/f
-h l/f '= l/p
where f and f ' are conjugate focal distances and p the principal
focal distance
.
Make x=l/f
,
y-l/f ' and b-l/p. The above equation be-
comes x+y=b, a linear equation.
We have in this case to lay out on the X- and Y-axes
the reciprocals of f and f ' and draw the diagonals as shown in
the accompanying Pig. Knowing the principal focal distance of
our lens, we select the diagonal corresponding to it, enter the
X- axis, 3ay , at the distance of the object from the lens, run
I'
!
'
fl
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up to the diagonal; from there to the Y- axis, and read off the
distance at which the object will "be in focus."
This discussion is based on graphs which employ squared
paper. Some teachers, no doubt, would find the alinement chart
useful. It is not so well adapted for high school work in gener-
al as rectangular coordinates, and for this reason I shall not
discuss it here- Those who may be interested in the alinement
chart will find an excellent discussion of it in Peddle's Graph-
ical Charts, ch. ii.
The text books which have been examined have made very
little use of the curve in showing the relation of dependent
variables. All of them represent forces graphically; some have
the sine curve and circle of reference in harmonics; two give a
curve showing how heat is used in changing ice through the liquid
form to steam. Seme other slight use is made of graphical repre-
sentation, but only one employs squared paper- Hoadley repre-
sents the change in volume of water as it is raised in temper-
ature from 0" to 100" C, the relation between vapor tension and
the temperature which produces it, and the atmospheric pressure
for different heights all on squared paper. These seem to me to
be a wise use of graphs and the method suggests an improvement in
text books. If the graph is good in the laboratory there seems
to be no good reason why it may not be made valuable for the
text. The pictures of the laws will make clear the so called
dry formulas which it develops. The text should not give the
graphic representations of those relations which are usually
worked out in the laboratory.
The following are some relations which might profitably
be shown by means of graphs in the text
:

Ordinates Abs ci ssae
"Falling "bodies distance time
Friction of steamer with
air and water speed horse power
Hydraulic press we ight power
Geared windlass ti ii
(Any machine
)
ti ii
Barometer reading elevat ion
Dew point capacity of air temperature
Changes of state from ice
to steam temoerat ure calories used
C and F thermometer scales
side "by side
Vapor pressure pr . in atmospheres temp erature
Volume of water
(from 0° to 100° ) volume ii
Law of Charles volume of gas ii
Heat effects of electric
currents no. calories current
resi stance
II II t ime
Tangent galvanometer (if given) angle current
Inverse squares in light intens ity dis tance
Focal distances of lens or
spherical mirror object distance image distance
Below is a list indicating the amount of graphing given
"by the manuals. Wauchope does not require any, and Crew and
Tatnall's manual have "been substituted for his. It is not ex-
pected that any class will find time for all in the list. The
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instructor will select those best adapted to his needs. The
number following each experiment indicates the number of manuals
which give this particular s raph and to some extent therefore
shows its popularity. If the teacher does not find what he
wants in this list he can easily select from the list above and
he may find numerous other relations which can be shown to ad-
vantage by means of the graph. This phase of work,! have no
doubt, will be largely developed in a short time. Most of the
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Experiment Ordinates Abscissae
Calibration curve of
spiral spring 5 elongations loads
Bending rod 3 flexures loads
Torsion 1 (four curves) angles loads
(twisting force)
Accelerated motion 2 distance no. seconds
Coef • of friction 1 (four) forces loads
Capillary action 1 heights diam. of tubes
Liquid pressure 4 depths of tube loads it carries
(three curves
)
Boyle 's law 3 volumes pressures
Siphon 1 amount of flow excess of long arm
Pendulum 2 times lengths
Inclined plane 1 weights supported heights of inclin©
Pulleys 1 weights supported supporting weights
Calibration of lactometer 1 densities of readings on lac-
supporting liquids tometer
Correct thermometer reading 2 thermometer scale apparent temper-
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atures of freezing
and boiling points
Boiling point 1 pressures at temp • of b
.
p
' s
.
"boiling
Change of state 3 temperatures times
Coef • of expansion temperatures volumes
of air 1
Pitch of tone 1 frequencies lengths of string
Temperature coef. of resistances temperatures
resistance 1
Compare tangent galvanometer resistances tangents of angles
with law of tans . 1 of deflection
Calibration of tan. galv. milliamperes angles
to read amperes 1
Ohm's Law galvanometer lengths of wires
readings
X. Summary
.
From this study of the mathematics used in a High
School Course in Physics it is confidently "believed that, if the
work is guided by the principles which are summarized below,
mathematics will increase not only the value but the interest in
high school physics.
Facility in arithmetic, algebra, and plane geometry
are necessary prerequisites to the physics course -
The dominant factor in the presentation of every topic
must be the physical principle- Mathematics should be used only
to strengthen and enforce this principle-
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Formulas should be employed freely and should, for the
most part, "be used as short hand expressions of physical prin-
ciples already made clear. Ho attempt should he made to discover
relations by algebraic manipulation. This may well be left for
more advanced work
.
There should be an abundance of problems, rather simple
in their mathematical requirements but involving and emphasizing
definite physical principles.
Graphical methods should be used liberally in the text
and in the laboratory, and their advantages made clear so that
they will be not simply drawn but actually used.
The work as a whole should be simple enough to be
understood, real enough to touch life in many places, and dif-
ficult enough "to develop the scientific habit of mind."



